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　 　 　　 　 　 　 　　 　 　 　 　　 　 　 　 　　 　 Abstract

The　maintenance 　and 　repair 　cost 　of　dulable　goodS　has　traditionally　been　hidden　from　consumers 　and 　yeI　has

been　non −−negiigible 　p盆rt　of 　Li　fe　Cycle　Cosl （LCC ）computation ．　 PrediCting　the　maintenance 　and 　repair

cost 　is　diff三Gult　because　many 　of　these　dulable　goods　do　not 　have　constant 　fanure　Tates ．　For　some 　durable

producIs　such 　as 　aulo 皿 obiles
，　it　is　often 　the　case 　that　we 　have　at 藍east　a　rough 　idea　as 　to　their　reliabi 置ity．　In

this　 study 　 we 　 propose　 and 　illustrate　 a 　 method 　to　 convert 　automobile 　reliability　data孟n 　the　U ．S．！o　 their

monetary 　maintenanoe 　and 　repair 　cost ．　In　our 　metho4 　we 　firsl　estimate　a　staI重stical　modcl 　from　the　widely

available 　reliability 　data．　 Then　we 　predict　the　reliabi 玉ity　from　the ［nodeL 　Finally　we 　convert 重he　predicted
reliability 　10　cost 　figtlles．　 Tbe　proposed　statistical　model 　takes 　care 　of 　the　possible　bias　introduced　by

partially　missing　reliability　data．　Conversion　to　cost　figure　is　done　on 　1he　twenty−six　1996−model −year
vehicles 　popular　in　Ihe　U ．S．　during　1992−−1999，

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　 K 画yWords
Life　Cycle　Cost；Reliability　of 　A ロtomobile ；Nonignorable　Nonresponse；Multinornial　Logistic　Regression

Model

ラ イ フ サ イ クル コ ス ト算出における維持お よび修理 費用 の 推定

　　　　　　　　　　　　　ア メ リカ で の 自動車所有 の 例

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Vitoon 　Puripunyavanich 明城 聡 　金澤雄 一 郎

く 論文趣 旨〉

こ れまで耐 久消費財の 維持お よび修理 に かか る費用 に 関 して は ， ライ フサイ クル コ ス ト計算に お

い て も無視で きない 費用で あるに もかかわ らず消費者はあ ま り知 らされて こ なか っ た ．一定 の故 障

頻度を持た ない 多 くの耐久消 費財 に つ い て そ の 維持お よび修 理費用 を推定す る こ とは困難で ある ．

しか しなが ら例 えば 自動車の よ うな財に つ い て は ， 少な くともそ の 信頼性に関 して は大 まかに で

は あるが情報 を得る こ とがで きる 。そ こ で 本研究で はア メ リカ 自動車信頼性データか ら維持 ・修理

費用を算 出方法 に つ い て 提案 する ．こ の 方法で は まず広 く利用 可 能な信頼性デ
ー

タ か ら統計的モ デ

ル を推定する ．そ して モ デル か ら推定 される 自動車の 信頼性か ら費用 へ 変換を行 う ，こ こ で 用い る

統計的モ デル で は部分的に欠損 して い る信頼 性データか ら起 こ りうる偏 りの 問題 に対処する こ と

を可 能に して い る ．具体的な費用算出例 として 1996年モ デル イヤーにおい て 人気の あ っ た 26車種 を

取 り上 げ た ，
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1Introduction

The 
L`cost"

 of a  product for consurners  has traditionally been equated  with  its price at the time  of

purchase, For some  products,  however, this definition of  cost  can  bd quite misleading.  For example,

in the  case  of  many  durable goods, significant  cost  will be incurred in the use  and  maintenance  of  the

product  over  a  period  of  years. Life Cycle Cost (LCC), which  includes all  the costs  associated  with

acquisition,  use,  maintenance,  and  disposal, is more  reasonable  alternative to evaluate  such  products.

   Consumers themselves  have become  increasingly aware  of  not  only  the  cost  of acquiring  but the cost

associated  with  use,  maintenance  and  disposal of  the durable products. This  awareness  has been partially

translated into the U,S, regulations.  For example,  the U.S. government, through  the  Energy Policy and

Conservation Act (EPCA) of  1975, has been asking  home  appliance  manufacturers  to disclose energy
                                                        '
consumption  on  their products (McNeill et al. 1979, Hutton et  ai. 1980).

   The  EPCA  also  included  a  
"New

 Auto  Fuel Economy  Program," in which  Department of  Ttansporta-

tion (DOT) was  directed to set C`corporate
 average  fuel economy"  standard  for new  car  starting  in model

year 1978, and  fbr new  light trucks  starting  in 1979. Each autornaker  was  required  to meet  the standard,

subject  to 1arge fines for non-compliance.  The  program  put  Environmental Protection Agency  (EPA)                                                                        '                                                      '
in charge  of  measuring  fuel economy  for each  model,  of  setting  up  National Vehiele and  FUel Emissions                                             '

Laboratory tQ determine car  manufacturers'  compliance  with  federal emissions  and  fuel economy  stan-
                                                  '
daTds. The  prograrri asked  Department  of  Energy (DOE) to publish the Iltiel Economy  Guide as an  aid

to consumgrs  considering  the purchase of a  new  car,  The  Guide Iists estimates  of  iniles per gallon (mpg)
for each  vehicle  aMailable  for the new  model  year. These estimates  have been provided  by the EPA.

   Of all  durab!e products  consurners  purchase,  automobile  is without  doubt the most  expensive,  Fbr

exarnple,  according  to the U,S. Consumer  Expenditure Survey in 1998, expenditure  on  vehic]e  purchases,

gasoline and  motor  oil and  other  vehicle  expenses  amounted  to $6,358 or  17.06% of  average  household

expenditure  of  $37,260,

   Consumers  tend  to have a  pretty good  idea on  acquisition  cost  of  automobile  before the time  of                                                                            '                                         '

purchase  from the  sticker  price and  price quetation services  frem such  organizations  as  Consumer Union.

By  looking at the window-stickers  and  using  the FUel Economy  Guide, consumers  can  and  are  expected
            '
to roughly  estimate  the average  yeaily  fuel cost  fot any  vehicre,
                                                             '

   It is diMcult, however, to predict repair  cest  for a  specific  automobile  because it varies  from one  modei

to another  and  the average  maintenance  and  repair  cost,  for example,  in the U.S. Consumer Expenditure

Survey, does not  apply  to the particular automobile  of  consumer;s  choice.  Until now  there has been no

regulation  requiring  Federal and  State government oMce  to estimate  the repair  cost  of  automobile.

   There  are  state  government regulations  such  as  the Lemon  Laws  stipulating  the manufacturers  to

take  some  responsibility  to  the  defect of  the  product they  manufactured.  California Lemon  Law  - CA
                                '
Civil Code  Section 1793,22  (Tanner Consumer  Protection Act) is one  such  example.  Although the Lemon

Laws  like this one  are  protecting consumers  in their first year of  car  ownership  throughout the country,

typlcal consumers  still  have at  least seven  more  years to think  about  the  repair  cost,  because "the
 median
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Estimating  the malntenance  and  repair  cost  in Life Cycle  Cost  calculation  :

         
-A

 case  ef  automobile  ownership  in the U.S.-

age  of  cars  on  the  road  in 1999 is more  than  8 years, compared  with  6} years in 1990" (April 1999

Consumer  Reports page  97), Public can  consult  publications  such  as  Consumer  Reports or  can  access  to

their website  fer the frequency of  repair  of  the specific  make  and  model.  In this paper  we  will  propose
  t t                               '
and  illustrate a  methed  to convert  that knowledge of  the  frequency of  repair  to 

`:monetary

 repair  cost."                                            '                                                      '

   In current  practice, rnaintenanee  and  repair  cost  of  a  general product  is estimated  thtough  the usage
              '

of  databases  and  professional opinions  (Taylor !981). The  reason  for this is the fact that  the  repair  cost

depends  on  maintainability  and  reliability  parameters, While  most  electronic  components  are  considered

to have constant  failure rates  (exponential distributions) - which  coincidentally  simplifies  the mathernatics

for calculating  the often  used  mean  time  befbre failure (MTBF) and  mean  time  to repair  (MTTR),
reliabilitylmaintainability  of non-electronic  components  have non-constant  failure rates  and  can  lead to

the unwary  to intractable mathematics  (Fricker 1979, De  Neumann  1983), Automobiles, as  computerized
                                                      '

as  they  may  be, have significant  mechanical  components.  This  makes  it very  diMcult  to ebtain  theoretical

model  of  the reliability  and  
maintainability

 
of

 
autprnobiles,

 
leaving

 
us

 an  
only

 
choice

 
of

 
statistical

 
method

for tracing them.

   Our  method  is as  follows: We  first estimate  a  statistical  model  regressing  the reliability  summariesi  in

five point ordinal  scale  published  in the Consumer  Reports on  several  design characteristics  of  automobile

and  several  attributive  dummy  variables,  We  choose  these explanatory  variables  because they are  easily

aNailable  to buyers thinking  of purchasing a new  car.  Then  we  predictthe reliability  score  from the rnodel,

Finally we  convert  our  predicted  reliability  score  to cost  figure using  the data frotn several  sources.

   As an  example,  we  estimate  the  vehicle-specific  maintenance  and  repair  costs  in U,S. dollars for

twenty-six  popular 1996-model-year vehicles  in their first eight  years of  ownership.  They  are  selected

from the thirty best-selling passenger cars  and  the twenty  best-selling minivans,  SUVs, and  pickup trucks

in the United States during 1992-1999  and  were  consistently  on  the  best-selling list throughout  the

period. Since these popular fifty vehicles  and  their siblings  covered  73.1%  of  all  the vehicles  sold  in 1996

and  covered  al] market  segments-passenger  car,  minivan,  SUV,  and  pickup truck-important  to average

consumers,  we  believe the  choice  is representative,

  This  paper is organized  as  foIlows. The  methods  usecl  in estimating  the statistical  model  and  con-

verting  the  model  into cost  figure are  described in section  2, In section  3, the result  is presented, and  in

section  4 we  discuss the result.  Appendix  A exp]ains  how  we  estimated  the statistical  model.  Appendix

B  descrlbes in detai1 how  we  calculated  the vehicle-specific  ratio  for maintenaiice  and  repair  cost.

2Methods

Maintenance  and  repair  cost  by model  and  year were  in general not  available.  What  we  have instead are;

  1, Yearly  clata on  average  cost  for automobile  maintenance  and  repair  over  alt  consumers  from the

    Consu7ner Eupenditure Surveyi

  2. Estimates of  
`CtypicaV'

 itemized maintenance  and  repair  cost  by model  fbr eight  major  mechanical
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    systems  for 1996-model-year vehicles  compiled  from thtchell Mechanical Parts ev Labor Estimating

     Guide 2002 part  of  which  is listed in thble 1;

  'Table

 1: Subsystem and  total repair  costs  fOr eight  major  mechanical  systems  including labor and  their

reliabilities  for 1996-model-year vehicles  in 1999.

Major  System Subsystem Ford Taurus  Honda  Accord  Tbyota  Camry  ･･,

A!C Blower  +  Heater  Core

   Cemp:e$sor

     [[btal

    ReHabi]ity

 $461

 $559$1,020

    4

  $973

 $594$1,567

    4

 $551

 $SS6$1,437
 ･･･

    5

Cooiing  Water  Pump

RadiatDr  +  Hose

   Tetal

  Reliability

$260$671$e31

  2

$408$383$T91

  5

$324$55S$8S2

 ･･･

  5

Electrical Windew  Motor

Wiper  Moter

   Total

 Reliabllity

$150$148$298

  2

$182$265$447

  4

$316$240$556

 ･･･

  4

'

Subsysterns cerresponding  to  Augst  2000  issue ef  Consumer  Reports  were  listed.

  3. Desigri characteristics of  1996-model-year vehicles  and  their sales  data from WbTzi's Automotive

     M7arbooks in 1996 and  1997;

  4. The  total number  of  up-to-eight-year-old  vehicles  of  on  the road  in 1999 from Ward  ls Motor  Vbhicle

    thcts and  Figures  in 2000 in Figure 2;
                 '

  5. The likelihoods of problems  in each  of  the eight  major  systems  for 1996-model-year vehicle  between

    1996-2eOl from April 1997-2002 Consumer  Reports part  of  which  is also listed in Table 1;
                                                             '

  6. Annual (1996-2001) Classifications of  1996-model-year yehicles  into five (three in April 2000 issue

    and  thereafter) reliability  categories  from April 1997-2002 Consumer Reportsl

  7, Annual (1992-2001) estimates  of  the number  of  problems  of  1992-2001-model-year vehicles  by

    reliability  categories  in April 1993-2002 Consumer  Reports. Table 2 is the estimates  for 1996-

    model-year  vehicle.

We  will  use  these data to construct  estimates  of lifetime maintenance  and  repair  cost.  The  Consumer  E!v-

penditure Survey is based on  a  carefu11y  designed sample,  the estimates  of  
"typical"

 itemized maintenance

and  repair  cost  and  design characteristics  ef  1996-model-year vehicles  are  engineering  data, and  the  total

number  of  up-to-eight-year-old  vehicles  of  on  the road  is based on  sales  data, These may  be presumed

statistically  reliable.  However  the samples  on  which  reliability  calculations  are  based are  selfselected:

they  are  solicited  by Consumer Reports. It seems  possible that  owners  of  unreliabre  automobiles  are
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Estimating  the maintenance  and  repair  cost  in Life Cycle Cost ealculation  :

          
"A

 case  of  automobile  ownership  in the  U.S.-

[lable 2: The  annual  estimates  of  the  number  of  problems of  1996-model-year  vehicle  when  its reliability

falIs into one  of  the five (three in 1999  and  thereaeter) categories,

                                        Reliability Surnmary

                            Year  1(1)  2(1)  3(2)  4(3)  5{3)

                            1996  O.490  O.402 O.283  O.258  O.190

                            1997  O.775  O,640 D.503  O.3B2  O.2S6

                            1998 O,9Sl O.859 O,661 O.519 e.297

                            1999 1.124  O.747 O.450

                            2000  1.225 O,889 O.503

                            2001  1.352 O.950  O.530

                            2002 l.451 1.099 O.679

                            2003  1.558  1.223  O.705

overrepresented  in the sample,  leading to asarnple  selection  bias. This is aggravated  by the fact that if

there are  too few responses  fbr a  given modellmodel-year  in some  year, Consumer Reports reports  a  miss-

ing value.  We  next  turn  to a  careful  description of  the  reliability  data, and  the statistical  methodelogy

applied  to reduee  selection  biases.

Predicted  Reliability Score vs  Reliability Summaries
                                                '

There have been two  automobile  reliability  scores  published in Consumer  Reports, "predicted

 reliability

score"  and  
"reliability

 summaries."  The  reliability  summaries  are  the  weighted  sum  of  the problem rates

of  al1 problem  spots  year  by year, car  by car, Consumer  Reports described that 
`tthe

 reliability  summaries

show  how  each  model  compares  with  the overal)  average  for that model  year" and  
"the

 scores  in reliability

summaries  are  on  relative  scale,  compared  with  the ayerage  for al1 models  of  the same  yeat, from much

worse  than  average  to much  better than  average"  on  a  five-point scale  (April 1998  Consumer  Reports).

The  predicted reliability  scores,  on  the other  hand,  are  the judgment based  on  the three most  recent

years of  reliability  summaries.  With  their auto  engineers'  knowledge of  the current  year's models  and  the

reliability  data for the past  models,  Consumer Reports claim  that they  have been able  to give reliability

prediction for mest  current  models.

   Past experiences,  however, showed  that predicted  reliability  scores  might  not  be as  accurate  as the

name  implied. Fbr example,  out  of  103, 163 and  150 of  1996-model-year yehicles  surveyed  in Apri]
1997-1999 issues respectively,  46.6 %, 45.4 %, and  44.0 %  ef them  registered  reliability  summaries  that

were  different from the reliability  scores  predicted in April 1996 issue. in this study  we  chose reliability

summaries  as  the measurement  of reliability  for two  reasons:  first it reflected  the aetual  response,  not

prediction, from the  readers  in Annual Questionnaire; second  the way  it was  computed-relative  to

the average  for al1 models  of the  same  year, which  can  be easily  determined-enabled  us  to calculate

vehicle-speeific  reliability  summaries,
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Nonignorable  Missing  Value Problem

There aare  two potential problems  in Consumer  RepoTts' reliability  summaries:  the number  of  responses

from owners  of automebiles  with  few sales  might  be too limited to reliably  evaluate  these cars,  making

"insuMcient
 data" entries  to appear  in their reliability  summaries;  comparatively  more  owners  might  hewe

responded  to their surveys  if they had been dissatisfied with  the reliability  of their own  vehicles,  elther

out  of  obligation  to make  the information ewailable  to pub]ic, or  simply  to convey  their frustration.

   Especially the`[non-ignorable" non-response  problern of the latter-in sample  survey  terminology,  a

variable  Y  with  unit  nonresponse  is categorized  as 
`lrion-ignorably

 missing"  if some  of  the Y  are  missing

because  ofthe  underlying  values  it takes-could  rnake  the responses  from owners  of  unreliable  automebiles

overrepresented  in the sample  and  seriously  distort the analysis,  See appendix  A  for how  these problems

were  addressed,

Data  for Estimating the  Statistical Models

Reliability summaries  were  the response  variable  for the mu]tinemial  cumulative  probability logistic

regression  model  in equation  (1) in appendix  A. We  used  reliability  summaries  for 1996 model  years

published  in April 1997-2002 Consumer  Reports. We  assigned  scores  5 to 1 to entries  of  much  better than

average  to much  worse  than aNerage  in 1997 to 1999 issues, In April 2000 issue and  thereafter, reliability

summaries  were  recorded  on  a  3 point-scale-better than  average,  average,  worse  than  average-and

called  the 
"reliability

 verdict."2  We  assigned  scores  3 to 1 to them.  There were  84 (47,7%), 35 (19.9%),
47  (26.7%), 48 (27.3%), 53 (30,1%) and  63 (35.8%) missing  reliability  summaries  out  ef  176 models  in

1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000 and  2001 respeetively.  We  coded  thern as  
"NA"

 and  included them.  The

observed  data indicator was  the  responGe  varjable  for the binomial logistic regression  model  in equation

(3) in appendix  A, The  models  in (1) and  (3) were  sirnultaneously  estimated,

   Due  to the quality of  the parts, the  nature  of  the design, or  the production  technique, sorne  medels

suffer  preblems  at  a  rate  far lower or  higher than what  one  might  expect  from sheer  aging.  Explanatory

variables  for model  (1) were:  cars'  design characteristics-maximum  horsepower, displacement in liters,

weight  in pounds  and  length in inches; two  dummy  variables-one  indicating mariufacturers'  country  of
                                                             '
origin  being Japan  and  the other  being  Europe3-choosing  U.S. as baselinei eight  

t`segment;'

 category

dummy  variables  indicating whether  a  vehicLe  was  small,  large, luxury, sportfsporty,  coupe,  pickup  truck,

SUV  and  minivan  selecting  medium  passenger  cars  as  baseline; one  dummy  variable  indicating whether

the model  was  completely  redesigned  or  newly  introduced  in 1996 by the Big Three (redesigned for

short),4  These data were  taken  from Ward's Automotive }fliarbook in 1996. The  design characteristics

were  those of  the  mid-prieed  models.  We  assume  sales  volume  and  reliabi]ity  summary  of  each  model

could  affect  missing  entries  of  its reliability  summary,  and  used  the sales  figure arid  reliability  score  as

explanatory  variables  in model  {3).
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Estimating the maintenance  and  repair  cost  in Life Cyc]e Cost calculation  :

         
-A

 case  of  automobile  ownership  in the U.S. -

Converting the  Predicted  Reliability Summaries  into Maintenance  and  Repair

Cost  Figure

 [I]b estimate  the maintenance  and  repair  costs  that  are  in line with  those  in Consumer  ETpenditure

 Suroey, we  proceed  as  follows. In step  1, we  obtain  the ayerage  maintenance  and  repair  cost  per problem

for alI 1996-modei-year  vehicles.  In step  2, we  calculate  the empected  number  ofproblems a  1996-model-

yeam vehicle  was  to encounter  each  year from 1996  to  2003; In step  3, we  calculate a  series of ratios

of  maintenance  and  repair  cost  per problem for the particular vehicle  relat;ive to that for the 
"average"

 1996-model-year  vehicle5  as they-both  the particular vehicle  and  the C`average"
 vehiclerbecome  older

from 1996 to 2003; In step  4, we  multiply  the three numbers  in steps  1-3 to obtain  the maintenamce  and

repair  cost  for the vehicle  from 1996 to 2003. Steps 2-4 are  eonducted  for each  of  the thirty passenger

cars  and  the twenty  light trucks.

   The  method  depends on  atrailability  in step  2 of annual  estimates  of  the number  of  problems  of 1996-

model-year  vehicles  as  they  age  for each  of the five (three in 1999 and  thereafter) reliability  categories.

Their 1996-2001  estimates  were  from Consumer  Reports. Their 2002 and  2003  estimates  were  not  yet

available,  but we  could  substitute  those  of  1995- and  1994-model-year vehicles  in April 2002 Consumer

Reports. Thus  the 1996-2003 estimates  were  as shown  in Table 2. The  method  also  requires  in step  3

engineering  data on  vehiclcrspecific  maintenance  and  repair  costs.  They  were  compiled  from thtchetl

A4kchanical Parts ev Labor Estimating Guide and  were  partially listed in thble 1,

   If the maintenance  and  repair  cost  of  a  vehicle  depended  only  on  how  often  that  vehicle  broke down  over

the eight  year period, steps  1 and  2 would  sufice.  Step 3 is necessary  because the  itemized maintenance

and  repair  costs  vary  with  vehicies.  Fbr instance, we  found that  in general vehicles  made  by the  Big

Three were  more  problem-prQne  but less expensive  per  problem to fix than  those made  by the Europeans

and  Japanese because their parts were  less expensive,  So the maintenance  and  repair  costs  for vehicles

made  by the Big Three would  be overestimated  without  step  3, We  describe steps  1 to 3 in detail below.

Step  1
                                                               '

What  we  needed  was  the longitudinal 1996-model-year row  surn  in Figure 1(a) corresponding  to the

1996-2003 total maintenance  and  repair  cost,  Dividing this total cost  by the total number  of  problems in

1996-2003 for 1996-rnodel-year vehicles  with  an  average  reliability  obtains  the  average  maintenance  and

repair  cost  per  problem  over  the  eight  years.

   However, what  we  had in the cost  for automobile  maintenance  and  repair  in Consumer  E!tpenditure

Survey was  cross-sectional,  that is, it was  calculated  annually  over  all households which  had varying

number  of  vehicles  ef  diverse models  and  ages.  The  column  sum  corresponding  the  calendar  yeam 1999  in

Figure  1(a) is the total maintenance  and  repair  cost  for the vehicles  up  to eight  year old  in lg99. Dividing

this column  sum  by the number  of  up-to-eight-year-old  vehicles  on  the read  in 1999  and  multiplying  the

resulting  per  vehicle  cost  figure by 1,93 vehicles  per consumer  unit  in 1999  roughly  obtains  $664 per
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Figure 1: Substituting the total maintenance  and  repair  costs  for the up-to-eight-year-old  vehicles  on  the

road  in 1999 to those  for 1996-model-year vehicles  from 1996 to 2003.

        (a) (b)

                   CaLendarYear  CalendarYear

Year

,92,93,94,9S,96,97,PS,99,oo,Ol:02,e3;
9 1r:1/I:

itt:rr:1tri

ttt4"- t/"41

-t+-t+-tTt- '
'ttt

93'94ps96'979SS9'ooOl02e3

--t-T-T-t--ttttt
L---------+--T
H++--Ttt-----------------T-t---------

'tt''"
t.t tL----theexpenditure---T

theexpenditu[e
weneed

                theexpenditurecalculatedffom

Each  cell  shows  the totalCeO."pSe"nMdeituEgyodritt"tree 
SmurabeXl

year vehicles  in the  calendar  year.

Mode]  g7Year

,92,93S4,9S,96,",98S9,OO:Oll02,03:

9
-----""t!!::--HT-;H,t

93ttt94
ri/!

--TT-95t-t-tt96tt---tt------

97--T

tt

"1''

T--.-----------t
98-rT-t..------------

" '-+-------+--'oo-Ol02'03
-ny----TTL`
---''---------

''

Each arTvwhead  shows  our  substitution

on  the expenditure,

consumer  unit  for automobile  maintenance  and  repair  in 1999 aonsumer  Ecpenditure  Survey. Here we

assume  that the cost  fbr veh!cles  morethan-eight-year-old  resembles  that  for vehicles  up-to-eight-year-

old.6                                                       '

   However, note  fifst that the total number  of  problems 1996-model-year vehicles  estimated  to have

encountered  during 1996-1999 were  close  to those of  1999-1996-model-year vehicles  in 1999 as  shown  in

Table 3.7'

[fable 3: The  total numbers  of  probiems of  1996-model-year vehicles  in 1996-1999  were  close  to those of
                                                '
1-4 year  old  vehicles  in 1999.

Calendar  Ylea:

Medel  Ylea:1996 1997 1998 1999

198919901991199219931994199519961997lg98199920,623,S84

17,349,773

14,087,572

10,882,526

10,O15,812

 8,761,8SO

 7.024,337

2,907,825

18,173,723

16,4e8,082

12,999,231

11,148,243

 9,350,964

10,102,470

6,S02,572

 2,166,770

16,480,277

14,214,657

13,15!,564

11,194,401

11,061,703

S,665,049

 6,927,226

 2,231,270

15,4fi1,516

15,171,S55

13,577,824

12,955,264

P,696,060
S,S46,058

e,176,128

3,207,738

   Note  also  that the  costs  for automobile  maintenance  and  repair  in Cbnsumer  Mpenditure Survey

were  stable  at  $651 per  consumer  unit  with  average  number  of  1,9 vehicles  in 1992-1999. These two  facts

allowed us  to substitute,  for instance, the total maintenance  and  repair  cost  for one-year-old  vehicles  in

10
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 case  of  autoinobile  ownership  in the U.S. -

199gecell in 1999 model  year  row  and  1999 calendar  year  column-for  the total maintenance  and  repair
                                                '     'cost

 for 1996-model-year vehicles  in their  first year-cell  in 1996 model  year  row  and  1996  calendar  year

column-as  indicated  in Figure 1(b).
                                           '

   [[b turn  the total cost  figure into a  per problem  one,  we  used  two  nurnbers  other  than  the $344 per                                                                     '

vehicle  (that is, $664 per consumer  unit  with  1,93 vehicles  in 1999 Consumer Etcpenditure SuTvey) for

automobile  maintenance  and  repair:  the total number-105,326,OOorof  up-to-eight-year-old  vehicles  on

the road  ln 1999  in Figure 2 from ;Vard's Motor Vbhicle thcts and  Figures in 2000  to obtain  the tetal

maintenance  and  repair  cost  of  $36,232,144,OOORf$344× 105,326,OOO; the nurnbers  of  problems-O.27  to

1.41-for  1992-1999  model  year  vehicles  with  average  reliability  in Figure 3 to obtain  the total number-

85,214,OOO-of problems fbr up-to-eight-year-old  vehicles  on  the road  in 1999. The  average  maintenance

                                        Figure 2:

  The  total number  of up-to-eight-year-old  vehicles  on  the road  in 1999 (in thousands)  and  their total

                                maintenance  and  repair  cost,

                    CalendarYear
---r+･:::tlrbd;

rvtPdelYebrVehieles:ll:10S43

1,1993blLiL4

bltlLL12,365

Lllb ±
14tll

llrpl13,208

:ltt
lib/14,S74

tbi
ldj12,980ll

t,19941illll:II

:1995llllIIl
t,lgg6:III

ISltli14,47gLFIop7llb;blbd

:14,464l199S1:1,1999112,Or4

                              Total  105326 
.$344.0=

 ss6pa2,144,Ooo
Each  cell  shows  the number  ofthe  model  year vehicles
on  the road  in that year.

and  repair  cost  per problem  for up-to-eight-year-old  vehicles  was  thus  $425se$36,232,144,OOO185,214,OOe.

This will  be used  in step  4, Notice that a  mechanism  was  embedded  in step  1 to guarantee  that  our

estimated  maintenance  and  repair  cost  match  the cost  for automobile  maintenance  and  repair  in Consumer

Expenditure Survey.

Step  2

In step  2, we  first used  model  (1) in appendix  A  to predict fivffcategory-much better than  average  to
                                                  '

much  worse  than  average-reliability  distributions (three categories  in 1999 and  thereafter) of  the  thirty

best-selling passenger  cars  and  the twenty  best-selling Iight trucks each  year  from 1996 to 2003. Since
                                                                               '

we  could  not  estimate  these probabilities for 2002 and  2003,8 we  used  the  average  of  1996 to 2001 as a

proxy fbr these two  years, Ifor instance, 1996 Fbrd [[Viurus-the most  popular  passenger  car  in 1996-was

estimated  to have the reliability  distribution in [fable 4.
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Figure 3: The  total number  of problems  for

        Calendar Year

up-to-eight-year-oldvehicles  on  the road  in 1999.

////// id:Tl/b/L tt

I F

Mbde]YebrVehieles:I::15.4301.4*rO,943

bLtlll

bLIIbltS.209123*12.3s

bLlle

LdllL

ltlll13,6041.03.13.20S

Ilopst
i

Litl
L//1l2,940O.87.14,S74

b,1"3:llIlll:::1

1//

l/19,735O.7S*12,980

1,19g4illIIIIIl

tltlILS,S32O.61.14,478

:::::::1,1996:l:ll1

't19"II1l

:6,220O.43'*14,464l1998lItd,1999'3,244O,27*12,O14

                            Total ss214.eoe
Each cell  shQws  thg expected  total nymber  ofproblems  for
the model  year vehicles  on  The  road  in that year.

[[hble 4: Estimated  reliability  distributioh for1996 Ford Thurus.

ReliabMty  Suminarles

YearICI)  2(1)3  (2)4(3}  5(3)  AveTageConsumer  Reperts

 1996

 1997

 199S

 1999

 2000

 2eol2002-03

O.113 O.281

O.121 O,297

O.638  O.23e

   O.617
   O.528

   O.763

   O.598

O.421O.421O.115O.329O.3S9O.201O.313O.140 O.045

O.117 O.043

O.O12 O.O05

   O.054

   O.083

   O,036

   O,OS9

2.722.661.521.441.551.271:49 112122NA

   Erom  Tables 29

as  in Table 5,ieand

 4,1996  Ford Taurus' expected  numbers  of  problems  in

[[bble 5

1996-2003 was  obtained

: 1996 Ford thurus' expected  number  of  troubies,

Caltnd-:  YeEt
19g6  lg9Tlggs1999  2000  2001  20022003

e.3s o.ss o,glO.g6  1.03  1,24  1.271.SS

Step 3

In step  3, we  calculated  yearly ratio  of  maintenance  and  repair  cost  per  probtem  for each  vehicle  relative

to that for the 1996-model-year vehicle  whose  maintenance  and  repair  cost  perproblem was  average  from

1996 to 2003. Taking the best selling  1996 Ford  Taurus  as  an  example,  we  explain  how  we  proceeded.                        '

   Table 1 in an  unabridged  form gives how  likely one  is to face problems in eight  major  mechan-

ical systems-air  conditi6ner,  cooling  system,  electrical  system,  engine,  fuel system,  ignition system,

suspension,  and  transmission-and  their itemized approximate  repair  costs  for the fifty most  popular

                                        12
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Estimating the maintenance  ancl  repair  cost  in Life Cycte Cost calculation  :
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 case  of  automobile  ownership  in the U.S. `

1996-model-year  vehicles.  If we  multiply  the likelihoods and  their associated  costs  and  add  them  up  over

the eight  major  mechanical  systems  to obtain  yearly maintenance  and  repair  cost  of  a  1996-model-year

Ford faurus in 1999, the resulting  figure of  $1,034 overshoot  by far the actual  maintenance  and  repair

cost  because this calculation  implies that  this Fbrd [[1)urus requires  complete  repair  or  replacement  with

new  parts of  the eight  systems  every  time  one  of  those  systems  breaks down, If we  conduct  the same

calculations  for the fifty vehicles,ii  the resulting  estirnated  average  figure of  $1,216 far exceeds  the actual

maintenance  and  repair  cost  as  reported  in Consu7ner thpenditure Survey. However  we  assurne  that the
                          '                                                          t t
ratio  of  the maintenance  and  repair  co$t  per problem for the  1996 Fbrd [faurus relative  to the  1996-model-
                                      '

year vehicle  with  average  cost  per problem  approximates  the same  ratio  based on  the actual  payment  or

expenditure.  The assurnption  implies that  a  vehicle  whose  maintenance  and  repair  cost  would  be high if

it was  repaired  completely  or  its parts was  replaced  by the new  ones  should  cost  crwners  proportionally

higher when  it was  repaired  partiaHy or  its parts were  replaced  with  used  or  rebuilt  ones.  The  assump-

tion was  needed  because Consumer  Reports were  asking  for reliabilities on  the major  systems,  but not

on  their subsystems.  Thus  we  could  not  estimate  the average  cost  of  breakdowns, some  of  which  require

replacement  of  the whole  rnajor  system,  others  which  require  partial replacement  and  still others  might

require  only  minor  adjustments,  Fbr instance, the maintenance  ancl repair  cost  ratios  of  1996, R)rd [ihurus

were  shown  in thble 6, Details of  these calculations  are  in appendix  B,

Table 6: The maintenance  and  repair  expenditure  ratios  of  1996 Fbrd thurus relative  to the average  ef

the fifty popular vehicles.

CEIendar  Year
1996  lg97  199S.  19gg  2000  2001  2002  2003

Rstie  O,gSo,7gO.T9O.S5o.ssO.BS1.101.2S

3Results

Reliability Model  Estimation

Estimated parameters  of  the final models  are  li$ted in Table  7. Confirming conventional  wisdom,  1996-

model-year  vehicles  made  by Japanese manufacturers  had consistently  higher reliability  summaries  than

those made  by the U.S. or  European  manufacturers  in 1996-2001 at  99%  leyel of  significance.

   Other covariates  were  significant  in some  years. The  1996-model-year European  (Gerrnan and  Swedish)

vehicles  were  more  reliable  than  U.S. vehicles  in l997  and  2001. Coupes, minivans,  and  pickup  trucks

were  significantly  less reliable  than  medium  cars  in three years following their purchases, but their relia-

bilities held up  wel]  afterwards.  On  the other  hand, there were  persistent reliability  problems fbr SUVs

relative  to medium  cars,  The  automobiles  completely  redesigned  or  newly  introduced in 1996 by the Big

Three viere possibly unreliable  in l996 and  they were  significantly  unreliable  at  99%  level of  significance

in 1998.
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Table 7: Estimatedparametersof  themultinomiallogisticregresslonmodels.
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   Missing  entries  in reliability  summaries  consistently  showed  that it was  highly correlated  with  the

sales  volume.  A  vehicle  with  higher  sales  volume  was  iess likely to have its reliability  summary  missing.

We  cou}d  not  totally  exclude  the  possibility that owners  of a  relatively  new  automobile  whose  reliability

                                                          '
was  worse  than  average  responded  to Consu7ner Reports' Annual Questionnaire more  frequently  than
                                '
those  whose  automobire  showed  better than  average  reliability.  Fbr example,  in 1996 automobiles  with

higher reliabilities were  more  likely to have their reliability  summaries  missing,  implying  that  the overall

reliability  average  for 1996-mode-year  vehieles  could  have been  deflated by this selfselection  bias. Because

Consumer Reports evaluates  the reliability  of  automobiles  on  a  relative  scale  within  a  model  year, this

meant  that  the reliability  summaries  of  l996-rnodel-year  vehicles  in 1996 could  hewe been inflated.

Maintenance  and  Repair  Costs

We  listed the estimated  maintenance  and  repair  expenditures  fbr the twenty-six consistently  popular

passenger  cars  and  light trucks  mentioned  on  page  3. In decreasing order  of  sales  in 1996 within  their

categories,  they  were:  Ford Escorts, Saturn SLs, Honda Civics, Chevrolet Cavaliers, and  Tbyota Corollas

as  small  cars;  Fbrd Thuruses, Honda  Accords, [[byota Carnries, Chevrelet Luminas, Nissan Maximas,  and

Pontiac Grand  Prixes as  medium  cars;  Buick LeSabres, Fbrd Crown  Victorias, Cadillac DeVilles, atid

Lincoln Town  Cars as  1arge cars;i2  Fbrd Explorers, Chevrolet Blazers, Jeep Grand Cherokees as  SUVs;

Dodge  Grand Caravans and  Ford Windstars a$  minivans;  ibrd Rangers, Chevrolet S-10 pickup trucks,

and  Dodge  Dakotas as  compact  pickup trucks; Fbrd F-150s, Chevrolet C1500s, Dodge  Raxn pickup trucks

as fu11size pickup trucks. Their estimated  maintenance  and  repair  expenditures  acljusted  fbr the rate  of

infiation in the CPIi3 are  listed in Table 8.

4 Discussion

The  result  in section  3 tells us  how  much  one  should  realistically  expect  to pa"r to maintain  and  repair

the popular twenty-six  vehicles  purchased in 1996 in their median  life time  of eight  years. We  found

that en  average  owners  would  pay $2,434, $2,833, $2,991, $3,307, $3,096, or  $3,O08 in 1996  U.S. dol]ars

during 1996-2003 respectively  if they  operated  one  of the listed small  cars,  medium  cars,  1arge cars,

SUVs,  minivans,  or  pickup trucks purchased in 1996, As expected  the small  cars  were  least expensive  to

maintain  and  repair  and  the medium  cars  follow.

   The  small  and  medium  passenger cars  produced by Japanese rnanufacturers  were  inexpensive to

maint  ain and  repair  relative  to the comparable  models  from the Big Three because they  were  more  reliable,

aithough  their higher parts costs  partially offSet their reliability  advantage,  For instance, Ford Escorts

would  encounter  1.6 times more  problems  than Honda Civics in their lifetime, but their maintenance  and

repair  expenditures  differed by only  $290 for the first eight  years, Similarly Fbrd Tburuses was  nowhere

near  as  expensive  as  their problem  rates  indicated because their cost  of  repair  was  lower than  that of

Honda Accords, [[byota Camries, or  Nissan Maximas.
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[fable 8: Vehicle-specific expected  maintenance

year vehicles  (in 1996 U.S d61]axs).
and  repair  expenditures  for the twenty-six  l996-medel-

Esti.m-ttd  Metntcn"nee.  #nV'  Rtp"ir  Expendtturc(U.S.S)
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  In this･paper we  proposed  a  new  rnethod  to estimate  1ifetime maintenance  and  repair  cost  of  durable
                                                                      '

goods  whose  component-wise  reliability  and  parts and  Iabor costs  are  either  well  documented  or  widely
                                                     '

available,  First we  profiled their reliability  chaxaeteristics  using  sophisticated  statistical  techniques. Sec-

ond  we  proposed  a  method  to convert  cross-sectional  macro  data on  maintenance  and  repair  expenditure

per average  household in national  economic  statistics  into longitudinal maintenance  and  repair  cost  per

average  good.  Finally discrepancies from the  average  were  dealt in the form of  ratio  to th.e average  incor-

porating both frequencies and  costs  of  maintenance  and  repair,  The  methed  in principle can  be applied  to
                                             '
any  consumer  oriented  durable goods with  significant  mechanical  components  when  their reliability  and

parts and  labor costs  are  documented. In this sense  this paper  makes  a  new  contribution  to management

accounting  literature.

AppendixA  MultinomialRegressionModelforPotentiallyNon-
                               '            '

ignorably Missing  Survey  Responses

In appendix  A, we  summarize  the method  fbr estimating  parameters in multinomial  logistie regres'sion

mode!s  when  the response  variable  Y  was  partially missing  and  the missing  data mechanism  was  poten-

tially nonignorable,  and  the explanatory  variables  were  fu11y observed,  This  fra:nework was  presented by

Ibrahim and  Lipsitz (1996) for binomial logistic regression  model.  We  extended  the medel  to multinomial
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logistic regression.                                                                               '

   The  model  consists  of  the joint distribution of  the  multinomial  ordinal  response  variable  Y  and  the

binomial observed  data indicator R, ith of  which  takes O when  the ith of  the Y  is not  oberved.  Slnce

the explanatery  variables  X  are  fully observed,  they  are  treated as  fixed throughout,  In this  paper Y

represents  reliability  scores  and  takes integral value  from 1 (much worse  thaxi average)  to 5 (much better
than  average)  and  X  includes several  design characteristics,  car  types, and  the country  origins  of  car

manufacturers.  We  express  the joint distribution R  and  Y  by specifying  the conditional  distributions

Yl(e,fi) and  RIY,  or,  where  (e,P) and  a  are  assumed  to be distinct sets  of indexing parameters  for their

respective  distributions.

   Suppose yi,i=  1,...,n, are  independent multinomial  observations  with  the cumulative  probability

Vij up  to and  including 1'th category,  Further, let xi  = (xii,...,xip) denote the 1 × p observed  vector

of  explanatory  variables  for the ith observation,  X  is an  n  × p matrix  of  explanatory  va:riables,  and  let

S =  (6i,..,,Bp)T denote the corresponding  p ×  1 column  vector  of  regression  coeMcients.  We  use  a

paratlel logistic regression  model  for the ipi's

                   log{zL,i,･1(1-zbij)}=ej-PT:i, j'=1,...,h-l  (1)

with  the likelihood for yilx-s given by

                L,,(e,l3) (2)

                  =  n2h･=1(thij- -  thij-1)Y'j

                  =  llS-i(, 
X8.`g'E,i.

 -P'i;,,-,ixs.(g)it-i-eT,m.tk),,)

":J,

where  yij =  1 if yi =  j, yij =  O otherwise.

The  negative  sign  in (1) is a  convention  ensuring  that large values  of  PT{c lead tQ an  inerease of  probability

in the higher-numbered categories,  Since ej estimates  Iogistic transformation  of  the cumulative  probability

up  to and  inciuding category  1  ei S e2 S ･ ･ ･ S ek-i must  be satisfied.,

   The  observed  data indicator for the ith response  yi can  be written  as

                             r,
 
=
 ! 1 if yi is observed,

                                 k O ifyi is missing,

for i =  1,.,,,n. The  vector  r  =  (ri,...,r.)T is n  × 1 column  vector  of  observed  data indicators. We

specify  a  logistic regression  rnodel  for the ri's.  Let zi  
--

 (mi,yi) and  let a  =  (ai,,..,ap+i)T be a

(p+ 1) x  1 colurnn  vector  of indexing pararneters for ri. We  define pi =  Pr{ri =  11zi,a}  and  the logisitic

regression  model  for the piis is

                              log{pi!(1-pi)} ==  zia,'  (3)
                                                                                '

where  the Iikelihood for ri  is

                      L.,1,,(cM) =  (IP-`p,)
'`o-p,)

 (4)

                               =  exp[rizia-log{1+exp(zia)}],

                                        l7
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   If ap+i  f O or  ap+i  is signlficantly  different from zero,  then  the missing  data mechanism  depends on

yi and  thus  nonignorable.  If crp+i  =  O, then  f(rilzi,a) does not  depend on  yi, but may  depend on  xi,

When  this happens the missing  data mechanism  is referred  as ignorable. If a2  ==  
･･
 
･
 =  ap+i  =  O, then

the observed  sample  is effectively  random  subsample  of  the sarnple.

   Under the assumption  that  a  and  (e, P) are  distinct sets  of  indexing parameters, the  Iog-likelihood

for al1 of  the observations  can  be decomposed  from (2) and  (4) as

                      n n

             l(r) =  El(rix"yi,rD=2{l,,(e,P)+l..1,,(a)} (5)
                      i=1  i=1

                  = l:.i, [ytsiog(,llX,P,(g)(,lgTp`eT"i,)-,.eX,P.(,et,-i.2

T

,,l 
i'S,)]

                         +rixia - log{1 + exp(zia)}]  ,

where  r  ==  (ei,･-,,ek.i,6i,･･.,fip,ai,...,ap+i)T is a  (h +  2p) × 1 column  vector  of  logistic regression
                                                           '

parameters  and  l(T;¢ i,yi,ri)  is the contribntion  to the log-likelihood from the ith observation.  The
                                                                          '

log-likelihood in (5) essentiaily  treats the gyi's as  missing  covariates  in the model  for (riizi,a). Thus

fo11owing Ibrahim and  Lipsitz (1996), the maximum  likelihood estimates  of  r  can  be obtained  via  the

EM  algorithm by maximizing  the expected  log-likelihood whose  ith individual contribution  is
               '

                E[l(rlxi,yi,ri)] ,(6)

                  =  ( ii-}t,ii:･.:,i}yi･ri)f(yt[ri･x{･r) li;:/l: g/
'

:,sl:g,h.
The  E-step in (6) takes the  form of  a  weighted  log-likelihood with  the conditional  probabilities f(yiIri , xi,  T)

of  the' missing  data given the observed  data playing  the  role  of  ratios.  The  M-step maximizing  the func-

tion in (5), which  is equivalent  to completing  data maximum  likelihood with  each  incomplete observation

replaced  by  a  set  of weighted  
"filled-in"

 observations  with  weight  f(yilri,xi,r).

   [[b obtain  the asymptotic  covariance  matrix  of  +, we  need  the observed  information  matrix  J(T), We

use  the formula in Louis (1982) to compute  the observed  information  in terms  of  complete-data  quantities.

AppendixB  CalculatingVehicle-specificRatiosofMaintenance

and  Repair  Cost

We  obtained  the yearly ratio  of  maintenance  and  repair  cost  in six stages.  First, we  calculated  pseu'do

vehicle-specific  expected  repair  cost  using  the frequency-ofrepair charts  in April 1997-2002  Consumer

Reportsi4  and  the cost  figures of  the eight  major  mechanical  systems  for the fift.y models  from the Mitchell

Mechanical Parts 8  Labor  Estimating  Guide in 2002. For instance, with  the  frequency-ofrepair chart;s

and  the cost  figures of  1996-model-year Fbrd Tauruses in Table 9, we  calculated  in Table 10 expected

repair  costs  of  1996-model-year Fbrd Thuruses in 1996-2003 if complete  repair  or  
"replacement

 with  new

                                        18
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parts were  required  for the eight  major  rriechanical  systems  every  time  at least one  of  their subsysterns

broke down.i5

Table 9: Erequency of  repair  charts  of 1996-model-year  Fbrd liurus in 1996-2003 and  the cost  figures

(in U.S. do}}ar).

Calendar  Year

Major  System 19961997199S199920002co120022003Repair  Cest

   AIC

  Ceoling
 Electrical

  Engine

   Nel

 IgnitionSuspensien

[ltansmission

o.Dlo o.olo o.o3s e.o3s

O,OIO O.035

O.035  O,072

O,O!O  O.OIO

o.e3s o.o3s

O.OIO O,035

O.035 O.121

O.035 O.O?2

O.035 e.121

O.072  e.121

O.OIO O.035

O.035 O.035

O.035 O.035

O.121 O.121

e.on  o.on

O.035 O.035

O.072  O.072

e,121  O.121

o.o3s  e.o3s

o.o72 o.e72

O.035 O.035

O.121 O.1'21

o.o72 o.en

O.121 O.121

O.181  0.181

O.121  O,121

O.121  e.181

e,o72 o.o72

O.035 O.035

e.121  e.121

O.072 O.181

1,Ol9

 931

 2984,OOI1,378

 5S7

 7481,535

Total Ftequency  ofRepair  O.180 O.389 O.414 O.573 O.5el O,5,61 O.8411.012

Table 10: 1996-model-year 1ford Taurus' expected  repair  costs  fbr the eight  major  mechanical  systems

in 1996-2003 if complete  repair  or  replacement  with  new  parts were  required  everytime  one  of their

subsystems  broke down,

Calendar  Ylear

Major  System 1996  i997  1998  1999 2000  200120022003

   AfC

  Cooling

 Eleetricel

  Engine

   Fuel

 IgnitionSuspension

Transrnission

10910404862654 10

 33

 21

 40

 48

 21.

 90llO

36332140482190110361123614048219o11D36673614e98219011036673614o982190110123169

 36482

 98

 21

 90110

123169

 36725

 9S

 21

 9027S

Expected  Repa!r Cost (U.S.$)204373398592597597  1,129 1,540

   Second, we  obtained  the expected  repair  cost  per  problem  for each  of  the fifty vehicles.  For 1996-

mode]-year  Fbrd Tauruses, for ins'tance, this meant  that  dividing the expected  repair  cost  at  the bottom

of  kble 10  by the  total  frequency of  repairs  at the bottom of  [fable 9. The  result  was  shown  in Table 11.

   Third, we  obtained  the expected  total repair  cost  folr each  of  the  fifty vehicles  fitst by multiplying

the expected  repair  cost  in lg96-20e3 for the 1996-model-year  vehicle  with  the numbers  of  1996-model-

year vehicles  on  the road  in 1996-2003 respectively  and  then  by aggregating  the tesulting  numbers.  We

assumed  all the vehicles  purchased  in 1996 remained  on  the road  during the period, The  sales  volume

infbrmation  was  taken  from PVardls Autoinotive Ylearbook in 1997. For instance, Ford  faurus'  expected

total repair  cost  was  $2,177,736,OOO in boble 12. We  repeated  this process fbr the fffty vehicles  and  added

                                       19
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Table 11: The  expected  repair  cost  per problem for 1996-model-year Ford Taurlls if complete  repair  or

replacement  with  new  parts were  required  everytime  one  of  their subsysterns  broke down,

Calendar  Year

1996 199T 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2oe3

20410,180  373!O.389  39810.414  59210.573  597fO.561  59710.561

 ..1,133  =959 =963  =1,034  =I,065  =1,0651,12910.841

 1,540!1.012

 =tl,341  =1,522

Table 12: 1996 Fbrd Taurus' 1996-2003 expected  total repair  cost  if complete  repair  or  replacement  with

new  parts were  required  everytime  one  of  their subsystems  broke down  (in thousand  dollars).

CaLt-clar Year
199619gT199S19992ooe20012002

    Expected  Tot4]

20os  RepEir  Cost

Rcpair  Cesh  per  Vchiclc  204  3T3  39S  S92  5g7  5g7  1,129  1,640

  -  eftht  Vthlc]t  401,04g  401,e49  401,049  4el,04g  4elP49  4el,049  401,049  401,049

Total  (In Thousottds)  Sl,779 14g,465  159,684  2S7,583  239,451  239,451 4S2,593  617,7312,177,736

them  to obtain  the expected  total repair  cost  for the fifty vehicles  of  up  to eight  year old  combined-

$42,051,478,OOe.

   Fourth, we  computed  the total number  of  problems each  of  the fifty 1996-modeLyear vehicles  was

expected  to have encountered.  For exarnple,  the expected  total number  of  problems 1996-model-year

Ford Tauruses hadlwill have in 1996-2003 was  1,816,ooO as in tcble 13. We  aggregated  them  to obtain

              '
Table 13: The  expected  total number  of  problems  for 1996-model-year Fbrd Taurus during 1996-20e3
                                        '

period

C-lcndar  Vea[
lgg6l99Tlggsleeg20002eol?eo7

    TatEl  Nutnbtr

200S  efPtoblems

#of  Prpbicme  pet  Vehicle e.ISO O,389  O,"4  O,5T3  O.S61  O.eel  O,e"  1.e12

   #  ofthe vehicle  4el,049  4el,049  401P4g  401,049  4ol,o4g  4ol,o4g  4ol,eg9  401,04g

Tetel  (In Theusandn)7215e16623022522SSST4oa1,S16

the expected  total number  of  problems in 1996-2003 for the  fifty vehicles  combined-34,594,OOO.

   Fifth, we  obtained  the average  repair  cost  per problem-$1,2167by  dividing their expected  total re-
                 tt

pair cost-$42,051,478,OOO-for  the fifty models  combined  by their expected  total number-34,594,OOO-
                                                                                  '
of  problems,

   Sixth, we  divided the expected  repair  costs  per problem in 1996-2003 for a  1996-model-year  vehicle

by  the average  repair  cost  per  problem-$1,216-fbr  the fifty models  combined  to obtain  the yeariy ratio

for the particular vehicle  in 1996-2003.  The  1996-2003 ratios  of  1996-model-year Ford Tauruses were

calculated  in [[hble 14.                                                                                 '

   We  think  these calculations  were  warranted  because there were  significant  differences in repair  costs

among  the eight  major  meehanical  systems  and  because there  were  significant  vehicle-to-vehicle  differences

in like]ihoods of  breakdown in the eight  rnajor  mechanical  systems.  Fbr exampte,  engine  is in general
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Table  14:The  maintenance  and  repairexpenditure  ratios  for1996 Ford [Eburus.

Calendar  Year
1996  199.7 19981999  2000  2001 20022003

Ratio1,133  959  963

!1,216 !1,216 11,215          '

=O.93  =O.79  =O.79

1,034  1,065 IPfi5 1,341

!1,216 !l,216 !1,216 !l,216
=O.85  

--O.8S
 =e.88  =1.le

1,52211,216=L.25

much  more  costly  to repair  than  electrical  system,  but much  less likely to break down. Thus  vehicles  with

many  electrical  system  breakdowns  may  end  up  having smaller  ratio  than  vehicles  with  a  single  engine

trouble.
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Notes
  

iIn  April 2000  issue and  thereafter, reliability  sumrnaries  were  recorded  on  a  3 point-scale,

  
2We

 have streng  reason  to believe the five-point scale  in 1997  to 1999  issues can  be converted  to the  threffpoint  scale  in
                                             '                                  tt
   2000-2002  issues by  merging  two  extreme  categoTies  into one  category.  Thus  the "much

 better than average"  and  
"better

                                   '
   than  average:'  reliability  sumrnaries  in 1997-1999  Consumer  Reports  jointly corresponded  to the  

"better
 than  average"

   reliability  vetdict  in 20DO-2002  issues. So dkl the  
CCmuch

 worse  than  average"  and  
"werse

 than  average"  reliabiHty

   surnmaries  in 1997-1999 issues to the  
"worse

 than  average"  reliability  verdict  in 2000-2002 issues. See Table 4.

  
3In

 the  1996  model  year, they  were  Germari and  Sweclish autornobiles.

  4This  variable  was  introduced to captuTe  the relatively  large decline in reliability  reported'by  Constimer Reports of  the

   tiutornobiles made  by  the  Big Three in the  first year of  introduction or  of  complete  redesign.  We  tried similar  variables

   for autemobiles  made  by Eurepean  and  Japanese rnanufacturers,  but they  were  insignificant.

  
5The

 
"average"

 1996-rnodel-year  vehicle  is defined as  the  one  whose  maintenallce  and  repair  cost  perproblem  was  average.

  
6Although

 older  vehicles  tend  to break down  more  eften,  this does not  necessarily  
transiate

 into their higher maintenance

   and  repair  costs:  owners  of  those vehicles  are  more  !ikely to pestpene  some  repairs  or  clefer some  maintenance  werk,

   and  if they  choose  to  have  their vehicles  repaired,  they  are  moFe  likely to opt  for used  or  rebuilt  pqrts.

  
7[Ib

 ebtain  the  totai  number-2,907,825H)fproblems  1996-model-year.vehicles  were  expected  te have had in 1996, we

   multiplied  the  estimated  number  ef  problems-O.283  in Table ?-of  1996-model-year vehicle  with  average  reliability  in

   1996  by the  number-10,275,OOO  in WaTd's Motor  Vehicle Ilacts and  Figures  in 2000L--of  1996-model-year  vehicles  on

   the road  in 1996.

  8Reliability  verdicts  weTe  not  yet  available  and  so  statistical  models  ceuld  net  be  estimated  for these  two  years.

  9In  order  to derive the  tetal number  of  problerns in 1999 in Figure  3, we  used  the  estimates  of  the  number  of  preblems-

   O.27 to l,41-for  one-te-eight-year-old  vehicles  in 1999  with  average  reliability.  In 1table 2, on  the  other  hand, we  listed

   the  estimates  of  the  number  of  problems  as  1996-model-year  vehicles  aged,  Therefore the  estimate  of  the  number  of

   problems  in average  reliability  entry  in [[bble 2 did not  have to coincide  with  those in figure 3 except  that  ef  O.747

   (rounded to O.75 in the  figure) for 1996-model-year  vehicle  in 1999.

  
iOFbr

 instance, 1996  Taurus' expected  number  of  problems was  calculated  in the  year  1996  to be O.113 x  O,490 +  
･･-

 +

   O.045 × O.190 =  O.33.

  
iiEssentially

 we  assume  here  that  the  joint distribution of  the  overall  repair  costs  and  of  the  annual  expected  number  of

   problems  for the excluded  vehicles  is similar  to that  of  the included  vehieles.  As  rnentioned,  these popular  fifty vehicles

   and  their siblings  covered  73.1%  of  al1 the  vehicles  sold  in 1996, and  we  believe the  choice is repre$entative.

  
i2Cadillac

 DeVilles, and  Lincoln 1[bwn  Cars  were  categorized  as  luxury  cars  ip Apri1  2000  Consumer  Reports,  but  they

   were  classified  as  large cars  in April 1996,

  
i3Average

 rate  of  inflation in CPI  during  1996-2001  was  2,45%  a  year,

  
i4The

 frequency-ofirepair  charts  show  the  proportion  of  owners  who  have reported  serious  problems  for each  trouble  spot

   of  each  model  on  a  five-point scale.  The  best score  5 indicates that  2.0%  or  fewer vehicles  suffered  a  serious  problem,

   score  4-2.0%  to 5,O%,  score  3-5,O%  to 9.3%, score  2-9,3%  to 14,8% and  score  1-more  than  14,8% were  aMicted

   with  the  preblem.  We  assigned  the  midrange  problern Tates  respectively  for the  first four of  the  five categories,  We

   assigned  18.l% for the  score  1 category.  [rb do so,  we  first estimated  a simple  regression  medel  of  how  the  percentage

   increment between  the  neighboring  categories  were  correlated  with  the  category  increment using  the  first four categories

   and  then  extrapolating  the result  to the score  1 category.

  
i5The

 eight  major  mechanical  systems  and  the  subsystems  we  picked up  are  those  in August  2000 issue ef  Censurner

   Reports,
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